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a Card parTY from The hearT
the church of christ the king held its annual Valentine’s Day card marathon with over 75 card sharks 
in attendance. euchre, bridge, you name it, they played it to help raise funds for local church, com-
munity and overseas initiatives. All in all, everyone had a great time and the organizers were very 
hopeful that they would break last year’s record and thus be able to give more back in charity. For 
more exciting card action, check out this event online at etobicoke.snapd.com
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organizer Ruth takes a moment  
from her cards

Providing fuel for the games are Sarah, John,  
Joan, barbara & Shirley 

The fernando gaLLego fLamenCo band
You never know who is visiting your neighbourhood. on February 8, our snapd photographer stopped 
by Placebo Space to catch the Fernando Gallego Flamenco band. Flamenco and world music fusion 
vocalist Fernando and bandmates Juan, Michael and Jay teamed up with local instrumentalist/instruc-
tor Miguel and delighted a full-house audience. Fernando has sung over the world with various flamenco 
groups and certainly had this group of world music enthusiasts enthralled. 
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Fernando, Meena & Miguel tom, Ryan, Meena & Denzil

Submitted by Nadia Bender

Nadia Bender, Personal Trainer/Fitness Instructor and Owner of Fitness that 
Fits, the boutique fitness studio located in The Kingsway at 4214 Dundas 
Street West. 416-231-BFIT (2348) 

Love Your Heart!
So here i am, being interviewed at my studio by Global tV National News and by 
cbc World Report about my heart attack experience and what i have changed in 
my life as a result of my traumatic health scare. the topic about heart disease is 
so prominent during the month of February because it is Heart Month. i am now 
a National and ontario media spokesperson for the Heart and Stroke Foundation 
as a result of my own heart attack, back seven months ago.

So i take a look at my lifestyle prior to my heart attack and assess what i have 
been doing - my cardiologist had said to me to keep leading a healthy lifestyle 
like i had been because there is not much room for improvement. but of course, 
i never see the glass half full; i continually search for ways to improve so that i 
don’t create more clogged arteries that may lead to another heart attack!

So you might wonder what have i learned from seven months of cardiac rehabili-
tation? Well, first off if you don’t take the medications prescribed to you then you 
are more at risk for harming your body with another heart attack. the medication 
that i take to slow down my heart rate is crucial, so that my heart is not working 
extra hard for no reason at all, especially during my workouts.

if you are not finding ways to de-stress the mind and body then you are creating 
more anxiety than the body needs which can lead to another traumatic event! So 
i have started to learn ways to tone down my stresses and enjoy some relaxation 
routines such as regular massages!

if you are using caffeine to keep the mind and body awake, then you are putting 
unnecessary stress on the heart so caffeine is a stimulant which i am now con-
sciously avoiding.

Another major awareness for me is the correlation of plaque between your teeth 
and heart disease. During all those dentist visits and the constant reminders that 
i need to floss everyday it has now sunk in and has become a healthy lifestyle 
change to add flossing into my daily routine!

So don’t wait for your own cardiac rehabilitation before you start making healthy 
lifestyle changes into your daily routine because its much easier to just learn 
from my tragic event then to wait to experience one for yourself! if you need 
some motivation to give you the guidance to make some healthy 
lifestyle changes then please give me a call!


